Oil Business Is Valuable For K & T Blue Print Co.

The K & T Blue Print Company, owned and operated by J. R. Kitchell, was established in 1937, on the strength of the oil activities then coming into Lafayette. The major portion of firm's business is derived from the oil companies, architects and engineers.

Business consists of making blue prints, photostats, direct prints, Van Dyke prints, and making and distributing oil well logs. Plans for the near future include the handling of engineering supplies.

Included in the personnel of this progressive business are C. E. Ha-good, office and plant manager; Gilbert Richard, plant foreman and Miss Dorothy Prather, bookkeeper and receptionist.

The K. & T. Blue Print Company is now located in a new and modern brick building located at 1019 Lee Avenue, and equipment employed here is of the latest design.

Johnny Goodman was the last amateur to win the U. S. open Golf championship. He took the title in 1933.
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